
Metropolitan Green Connections: 
Open Space Networks in Canadian 

and U.S. Cities



Everyone Loves Open 
Space!

Land use patterns are increasingly:

Linked to quality of life - health, aesthetics,    
lifestyle

Impacting environmental quality - loss of 
natural resources, fragmentation of ecosystems, 
decline of water quality





Continually advocated....
Nearly every spatial plan for an American 

municipality, region or state includes the 
protection of open space as a component 
of a master plan or land-use ordinance.

But do we all mean the same thing....
Considerable ambiguity about the forms 
and their purposes in the public realm

What is open space, anyway?











Because ‘open space’ is so 
vague:

• Protection efforts uncoordinated with 
other policies that shape growth 
patterns

• Protected in a reactive way
• Quantity stressed over quality









Greenways….
Greenbelts….
Parkways…



Key Ingredients

• Build on historic frameworks
• Encourage grassroots activism and 

citizen involvement
• Foster leadership
• Weave together multiple objectives



Historic frameworks for 
connected open-space

Where a connected open pattern is already 
nearly intact, vastly better possibilities for 
connected open space planning.

Examples: Vancouver, Ottawa, Milwaukee, 
Chicago
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• Build on historic frameworks
• Encourage grassroots activism and 
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Vancouver’s Neighborhood 
Greenways

• Partnerships between the neighborhood 
and the city

• Community must take leadership role
• City staff helps in design development and 

construction phases
• Can take several years to complete
• Long-term commitment by the community 

essential for success









“Greenways Planning Has Made a 
Huge Difference in the Way the 

City Thinks”
• Community-building aspect has been as 

important as physical greenways 
themselves.

• About how we move through the city and 
how people get involved in 
neighborhoods.



Key Ingredients

• Build on historic frameworks
• Encourage grassroots activism and 

citizen involvement
• Foster leadership
• Weave together multiple objectives



Visionary thinking is critical

Strong resolve about the benefits of 
connectivity.

Few influential leaders and advocates for 
connected systems, but notable exceptions…

Leadership





Royal Commission on the Future of 
the Toronto Waterfront
Clean
Green
Accessible
Connected

Open
Useable
Diverse
Affordable
Attractive
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Objectives

No longer only the recreation-
transportation-conservation triad
Multiple objectives are critical
Weaving of human needs and ecological 
quality
Changing over time
Disjointed across scales of work



Transportation:
•Active transportation, primarily cycling, has 
been a primary driver of networked open-space 
systems.  

•80% of urban open space is in the form of 
streets, so the transportation connection is an 
important one for open-space planning.  

•The potential for transportation routes to satisfy 
other open space needs is often overlooked.  





Strategic Approaches

• Map what you have; show what you want
• Build on small successes
• Focus on water but work your way uphill
• Integrate open space protection with 

growth management







Conclusion
●Open space increasingly valued and 

threatened.

●Need for integration of green 
networks into various design 
contexts will grow.

● Implementation is neither simple 
nor linear -- needs strong 
leadership, clear objectives & 
political innovation to succeed. 



Jane Holtz-Kay

“Forgotten is the 
fact that defined 
space, visionary 
space – not 
‘open space’ –
makes the pulse 
race and the 
place pulse.”
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